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Spectrum Language Arts encourages creativity and builds confidence by making writing fun! The

four-part lessons, perfect for students in grade 1, strengthen writing skills by focusing on the parts of

speech, word usage, sentence structure and more! A Writer's Handbook can be found at the end of

the workbook and offers helpful writing tips. It features easy-to-understand directions, is aligned to

national and state standards, and also includes a complete answer key.Today, more than ever,

students need to be equipped with the essential skills they need for school achievement and for

success on proficiency tests. The Spectrum series has been designed to prepare students with

these skills and to enhance student achievement. Developed by experts in the field of education,

each title in the Spectrum workbook series offers grade-appropriate instruction and reinforcement in

an effective sequence for learning success. Perfect for use at home or in school, and a favorite of

parents, homeschoolers, and teachers worldwide, Spectrum is the learning partner students need

for complete achievement.
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The format and layout are colorful and easily accessible for a young child to learn the very important

basics of language arts: nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, etc, etc, etc... We use this book in our

home-schooling curriculum as well as other books/workbooks to create a well-rounded learning

program. It's working out very well for us and I'm happy to have purchased a Spectrum-based book



for Language Arts... Since their program is "Aligned to State and National Standards", I feel

confident that all of the bases are covered... Integrating other books/workbooks is just a plus for

us...and it keeps the monotony to a minimum :)

This workbook is designed to study for state standardized tests. Grade 1 starts off with parts of

speech, then onto sentences, then blending sentences (ex: I did this AND that.), and so on. It will

have a few lessons, then a mixed review: nouns, verbs, adjectives, then a short review of nouns,

verbs, and adjectives. We used it as a summer refresher before second grade. The information is

thorough, but the lessons are short enough that the child isn't overwhelmed. Highly recommend!

I'm using this for 1st grade homeschool. It's good. I wish it spent a little more time on each topic but

all in all it's good. I supplement with worksheets and other projects to make up for what is lacking.

I purchased this book along with Spectrum Sight Words. It is an additional supplement to our home

school teaching, as well as the other work books we use through Spectrum. This is just what you

would expect for a first grade language arts book. I recommend this book to anyone who is looking

to teach or supplement their child's language abilities.

It is fun, interesting and teaches well. Our kindergartener loves to do a few pages at a time or

maybe go by lessons. Good if you want kids to learn as well as be academically active at home after

school.

I wasn't happy they sent me an " updated version " that's common core standards. But I found the

book challenging but my daughter who's on her way to 1st grade hasn't learned the stuff yet so we

have to go over everything before the workbook is brought out

I purchased this for my daughter and it was great! Just what I wanted as part of her education,

directions are very explanatory. She did not mind doing the workbook each day. I even purchased

the one for the upcoming school year for 2nd grade!

As a homeschooling parent I really like how the kids love to work with these books. Very

encouraging!
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